
28th September – Putting our skills together

• What does your tone of voice show?

• Give me 3 examples of non-verbal communication.

• What is the status of a character?

• How can you use your voice and body language to show high status?

• Low status?

• What is the subtext?

• What are proxemics?



Duologue
• You have now developed your skills in using tone of voice and non-verbal 

communication.

• You have experimented with how to show a character’s status too.

• Your objective is to work out how to use the skills you have learnt, to bring the short 
duologue to life. This includes finding a way to learn your lines too.

• If you are doing this as a home learning task you could work on trying both parts. 

• You could use the voice recorder on your phone to record your cue lines.

• Like a professional actor you could annotate your script. This means add notes in the 
margins about the tone of voice, any actions you will do and what words you might 
emphasise. What might be louder? Where might there be a pause?  When might the 
characters get closer / further apart? [ proxemics] Do they make eye contact or not? This 
is a bit like adding detailed stage directions.



‘Given Circumstances’

• Read the duologue and work out what you can about who the 
characters are and what the situation could be. Then choose a role 
and learn your lines.



Colly confronts mum
C I hadn’t seen her for a week. I’d phoned every day. I went round

MWill you leave please

C No. I want to see Marie

MI don’t want you going anywhere near her

C Viper!

MShe doesn’t want to see you anymore

C Listen I’m not taking it from you

MWill you leave please

C No.. Viper!

MThis is none of your business

C What do you mean, it is my bloody business

MLook we don’t need your type round here

C You what?

MYou’ve caused enough trouble

C Now look…

MWith them cars, the law and now our Marie

C There I was. Stood on the doorstep, being given all this grief. Neighbours coming out, curtains 
twitching. I wanted to speak to her.

Colly was going out with 

Marie [he gives her the 

nickname of Viper]

She becomes pregnant.

When she tells him, he says 

nothing. Marie tells her mum 

who wants to keep him well 

away from her daughter. She 

thinks he is not good enough 

for her. 

He’s actually been involved 

in joyriding and possibly  

questioned by the police.


